Organizational study is largely a child of modernist conceptions of knowledge, which include visions of an independent subject matter, specific methods of study, and ideal organizational functioning (Gergen and Thatchenkery, 1996) . Of pivotal significance is the assumption that organizational inquiry can yield potentially valid insights into organizational functioning. Or, more pointedly, empirical research on organizations should yield valid knowledge of its subject matter. Such assumptions are also prevalent among scholars deeply invested in organizational critique. The critics typically presume that their portrayals of organizational life are objective rather than subjective, and derive from a more or less accurate assay of the world.
dialogue contending perspectives and their respective traditions. The road to truth is strewn with silenced voices.
Further, in its search for superior knowledge, the field of organizational inquiry has tended toward isolation. In our books and journals we speak increasingly to each other, employing descriptive and analytic argots that are increasingly removed from the domain of organizational life. In our attempts to refine the domain of knowledge, correct others' errors, and develop novel insights, we have created a discursive edifice that can scarcely be entered by anyone not trained within the discipline. Unfortunately, our dialogues on organizational inquiry in the postmodern context have typically broadened the gap between the discipline and the organizational sphere. Increasingly postmodern discourses-now informed by a rich influx from literary, rhetorical, philosophic, and critical theories-become subject to attack as obscure, effete, and elitist.
I scarcely wish to abandon the academic discipline of organizational inquiry. It is essential that there are enclaves of intelligibility outside societal organizations themselves, yet focused on the character of organizational life. Otherwise, those living within specific organizational spheres have little means of moving beyond worlds of understanding already inhabited. Further, I have personally found the dialogues on postmodernism enormously illuminating. Indeed the proposals I wish now to put forward are indebted to these very dialogues. It is my strong belief that the domain or organizational inquiry would be enormously benefited by replacing the search for Knowledge with the development of broadly actionable discourses, that is, forms of language that can be put to use more directly within the sphere of work. This concern for activating discourse should be coupled with efforts to blur significantly the boundaries between what is inside and outside 'the discipline'. My vision here is that we might usefully be guided by the vision of the public intellectual-but with one foot squarely placed in the organizational milieu. In effect, we might ideally become participatory intellectuals. Required here are scholars who can at once generate reflexive critique, innovative conceptions, and novel practices, and who can share these in mutually enriching dialogues with practitioners. I view such dialogues not as communication from a knowledge class to the uninformed, but as a mutually transforming process. We best serve the cause of humanity when our orientation toward organizational life is not from a position of 'above' or 'against' but 'with'.
